At the conclusion of this activity, participants should be able to:
1. Explain the role of neuropsychological testing in screening for dementia in older patients.
2. Describe mental status screening tests used in office testing.
3. Discuss interpretive guidelines for the Mini-Mental State Examination, tests of word list generation, and the Clock Drawing Test.
4. Recognize the sensitivity and specificity of screening tests used for detection of dementia.

INTRODUCTION
The prevalence of dementia increases with age and affects approximately 5-8% of individuals over age 65, 15-25% of individuals over age 75, and approximately 25-50% of individuals over age 85. The most common type of dementia is still thought to be Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, a review of the recent scientific literature has shown that there can be considerable overlap with respect to the neuropathology associated with any single...
Dementia subtype. From a clinical perspective, the diagnostic criteria for some of the dementia syndromes have recently been revised. Therefore, the contribution of a host of other dementing disorders, such as vascular dementia (VaD), Lewy body dementia (LBD), and frontotemporal dementia (FTD), need to be factored into the clinical decision-making process.

In addition to the primary neurodegenerating dementia syndromes, a number of general medical conditions including structural lesions (primary or secondary brain tumor, subdural hematoma, normal-pressure hydrocephalus), head trauma, endocrine conditions (hypothyroidism, hypercalcemia, hypoglycemia), nutritional conditions (deficiency of vitamin B₁₂ or folate), infections (HIV, neurosyphilis), renal and hepatic dysfunction, and effects of medications can all be associated with cognitive deficits, and can constitute serious comorbid factors that complicate the clinical expression of a dementia. Not to be forgotten is the tremendous caregiving and financial burden associated with dementia. The effect of alcohol on cognition is controversial and must also be factored into the diagnostic equation.

Dementia is frequently underdiagnosed in the community. A large cross-sectional study of primary care physicians’ charts found that in 65% of cases of dementia, there was no diagnosis mentioned in the chart. Treatments for the dementias in the form of medication designed to slow the course of the illness, and supportive psychological services designed to lessen caregiving burden are available and have been shown to be effective. The potential harm of not diagnosing dementia in patients includes missed opportunities for the application of available treatments, participation in research, advance care planning, and support of caregivers. Therefore, both an early diagnosis and a cogent characterization of cognitive strengths and weaknesses will enable patients and families to receive proper medical and psychological care they deserve and make informed decisions.

The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force does not endorse routine screening for dementia in asymptomatic older adults. However, it does recommend that clinicians should assess cognitive function whenever cognitive impairment is suspected based on direct observation, patient report, or concerns raised by family members. In this article, the authors review some of the literature and data on four commonly administered neuropsychological tests: the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE); tests of letter (letters “FAS”) and category (“animals”) word list generation (WLG); and the Clock Drawing Test (CDT). The overall purpose of this article is to show how primary care physicians can integrate these tests into their clinical practice. Our goals are to show how to interpret the data obtained from these tests to achieve more targeted clinical decision making for patients with suspected dementia.

THE MINI-MENTAL STATE EXAMINATION

The MMSE is the most frequently administered neuropsychological screening measure. Although the MMSE was not necessarily intended to be used for the identification of dementia, it is now widely employed as the frontline measure to assess cognitive status in older adults. As originally suggested, a score at or below 24 has been the point where cognitive impairment might be present. However, subsequent research has indicated that a score at or below 26 provides a better tradeoff between sensitivity (ie, the ability to correctly identify those individuals who are, in fact, cognitively impaired) versus specificity (ie, the ability to correctly identify those individuals who are cognitively intact).

Since the publication of the MMSE, research has suggested that patients with “cortical” dementia such
as AD display differential impairment on tests of memory and language, whereas patients with “subcortical dementia,” such as VaD associated with periventricular and deep white matter alteration, produce greater impairment on tests of executive control and motor/visuoconstruction. However, despite the popularity of the MMSE, relatively few studies have examined its clinical utility beyond the use of the summary score to identify individuals with dementia. van Gorp and colleagues administered the MMSE to patients with AD, VaD, and a normal control group and found that the two dementia groups did not differ on the summary MMSE score. However, Brandt, Folstein, and Folstein compared patients with AD and Huntington’s disease (HD), a subtype of subcortical dementia, on the MMSE and found that the patients with HD had more difficulty performing the serial subtraction task (a test associated with executive control), while the patients with AD had more difficulty recalling the three words and were more disoriented to the current date.

Jefferson and colleagues studied patients with suspected dementia who were assessed at an outpatient memory clinic. Patients meeting diagnostic criteria for AD and possible/probable VaD were studied. In addition to the MMSE summary score, between-groups differences were assessed on seven MMSE subscales. These subscales are listed below:

- **Temporal Orientation Index**—The Temporal Orientation Index (range 0-5) consisted of the five items that assess orientation to time (ie, year, season, date, day, and month).
- **Physical Orientation Index**—The Physical Orientation Index (range 0-5) consisted of the five items that assess orientation to place (ie, state, county, town, hospital, and floor).
- **Total Orientation Index**—The Total Orientation Index (range 0-10) was constructed by summing the Temporal and Physical Orientation subscales.
- **Language Index**—The Language Index (range 0-4) consisted of those items purported to assess language abilities (ie, naming of the watch and pen, repeating the phrase “no ifs, ands, or buts,” and following the written command to “close your eyes”).
- **Memory Index**—The Memory Index (range 0-3) was comprised of how many of the three words patients recalled after a short delay.
- **Attention/Concentration (Working Memory Index)**—The Working Memory Index (range 0-8) consisted of the spelling “world” backwards task and carrying out the three-step command. The three-step command was included in the Attention/Concentration Index as opposed to the Language Index because it correlated more strongly with performance on the “world” backwards task ($P < 0.090$), as compared to the language index tasks (ie, naming, repeating, and following a written command) ($P < 0.320$).
- **Motor Index**—The Motor Index (range 0-2) consisted of the two items on the MMSE that require a motor response (ie, copying the polygon and the production of a sentence).

As seen in Table I, the two dementia groups did not differ in terms of the total MMSE score. However, when patients with AD and VaD were compared, the AD group obtained significantly lower scores on the Temporal Orientation Index ($Z = -2.21; P < 0.027$) and the Memory Index ($Z = -2.09; P < 0.037$). By contrast, patients with VaD obtained lower scores on the Motor/Constructional Index ($Z = -2.58; P < 0.001$) and the Attention/Concentration Index ($Z = -3.50; P < 0.001$).

These data suggest that greater specificity regarding the cognitive deficits that may underlie the pres-
entation of a dementing illness may be possible by paying attention to performance on individual MMSE test items. Thus, an analysis where patients fail or lose points on the MMSE can result in the articulation of important clinical issues, perhaps earlier in the course of the evaluation process, and may provide a means for more sophisticated treatment and/or neuropsychological referral questions.

The MMSE is often used in retirement communities and nursing homes to assess for alterations in mental status. The data reported by Jefferson and colleagues suggest that while summary scores may not change over time, alterations in the distribution of the errors produced on the MMSE could signal the presence of newly developing medical problems.

**WORD LIST GENERATION**

Another popular neuropsychological test is to ask patients to generate examples from either restricted phonemic categories (i.e., the letters “F, A, S”) and/or broad semantic categories (animals, fruits, or vegetables). On these tests patients are generally given 60 seconds to generate their output. On WLG tests employing the letters “F, A, and S,” output is generally summed across the three letters. There is now considerable evidence to suggest that performance on letter WLG tests is a skill highly related to the integrity of the left dorsolateral frontal lobe, whereas category WLG is related to the integrity of the left temporal lobe. Normative informative for the “FAS” letter and “animal” category WLG tests can be found in Lezak. However, generally speaking, depending on the educational/occupational history, patients can be expected to produce 40 responses on the “FAS” WLG task and 20 responses on the “animals” WLG task.

Carew et al. administered the “FAS” and “animal” WLG tasks to patients with mild AD and VaD. Patients diagnosed with subcortical VaD generated fewer responses on the letter WLG task than patients diagnosed with AD \((P < 0.001)\) (Table II). These data are consistent with research showing that other dementia groups presenting with subcortical neuropathology produce less output on letter WLG tasks as compared to patients with AD.

Equally as important, and perhaps more interesting, Carew et al. were also interested in whether patients with dementia were able to use grouping or clustering strategies to help in the generation of their output on the “animal” WLG task. For example, when young and well-elderly participants are given 60 seconds to generate “all the names of animals you can think of,” output tends to be clustered on the basis of well-known categories (i.e., “lion, tiger, horse, cow,” etc). An example of this is also found in Table II. The number of responses for the two types of patients with dementia is basically the same (i.e., both types of patients generated approximately 6-7 responses). However, further

### Performance on MMSE Subscales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary Score</th>
<th>AD Group</th>
<th>VaD Group</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Orientation</td>
<td>2.72 (1.48)</td>
<td>3.30 (1.45)</td>
<td>AD &lt; VaD, (P &lt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Orientation</td>
<td>3.78 (1.24)</td>
<td>3.92 (1.96)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Orientation</td>
<td>6.51 (2.11)</td>
<td>7.30 (2.97)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>4.62 (0.58)</td>
<td>4.57 (0.70)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>0.52 (0.85)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.94)</td>
<td>AD &lt; VaD, (P &lt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor/Construction</td>
<td>1.49 (0.56)</td>
<td>1.21 (0.61)</td>
<td>AD &gt; VaD, (P &lt; 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention/Concentration</td>
<td>6.81 (1.67)</td>
<td>5.72 (1.89)</td>
<td>AD &gt; VaD, (P &lt; 0.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; AD = Alzheimer’s disease; VaD = vascular dementia.**

Contains information from reference 14.
There are many variations in how the CDT is administered and scored. The most commonly used version of the CDT is modeled after Goodglass and Kaplan.\textsuperscript{22} Their version of the CDT contains two conditions: clock drawing to command and clock drawing to copy. Patients are provided with an 8.5 x 11-inch paper (presented lengthwise or landscape). The paper is folded in half. One half of the paper is blank. In the first clock drawing condition (clock drawing to command), patients are asked to “draw the face of a clock, put in all the numbers, and set the hands to read 10 after 11.” Immediately following the command condition, the examiner turns the paper over. The patient sees a model of a clock with hands set for “10 after 11.” In the second, clock drawing to copy condition, the patient is simply asked to copy the model.

Clock drawing has rich history in neurology. Goodglass and Kaplan\textsuperscript{22} originally employed clock drawing to assess posterior cortical functioning. Their innovation, however, was to include a copy condition and to ask patients to set the hands for “10 after 11.” Immediately following the command condition, the examiner turns the paper over. The patient sees a model of a clock with hands set for “10 after 11.” In the second, clock drawing to copy condition, the patient is simply asked to copy the model.

It is commonly understood that all tests of WLG rely upon a certain amount of “frontal lobe” capacity. However, when asked to “generate all of the names of animals you can think of,” the task is made more manageable to the extent that one is able to cluster one’s responses into logical categories. Carew and colleagues\textsuperscript{17} have suggested that clustering strategies on the “animal” WLG provides a cognitive measure of language-related ability. Language-related deficits, along with deficits in memory, are hallmark features of AD. Thus, the authors have suggested that clustering/grouping strategies on the “animal” WLG corroborated by other evidence may suggest that we are not dealing with AD but a subcortical dementia such as VaD associated with subcortical white matter alterations seen on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans.
complex description of this literature is beyond the scope of this article. However, in previous research, Libon et al and Cosentino and colleagues have found the CDT to be a very powerful tool to assess executive functioning in dementia. Royall and colleagues also provide evidence to suggest that clock drawing provides an excellent measure of the certain types of executive function deficits (ie, frontal lobe) associated with dementia.

Using the Goodglass and Kaplan administration instructions for clock drawing, Libon and colleagues devised a 10-point scoring system and assessed clock drawing performance in patients with AD and VaD. Several key findings emerged. Patients with VaD make almost twice as many errors as patients with AD. Second, for patients with AD, fewer errors were made in the copy as compared to the command condition (ie, there is improvement from command to copy). By contrast, for patients with VaD, there was no statistically significant reduction in errors from the command and copy conditions. Research comparing patients with AD and VaD has consistently shown that total errors summed across both clock-drawing conditions correlate with poor performance on other executive function tests, including output on the “FAS” WLG test.

INTERPRETATIVE GUIDELINES

Table III offers some broad interpretive guidelines for the neuropsychological tests discussed above. Each test will be reviewed in turn.

The Mini-Mental State Examination

There are three important bits of information that can be derived from the MMSE. First, the total summary score can be used to assess general mental status. However, on the basis of our clinical experience, a cut score of 24 is too generous for many patients. We have found that very mild cognitive disorders are often present in patients who consistently present with a borderline MMSE score of 26-24. A MMSE score within this borderline range could signal the presence of a prodromal dementia. Another possibility is that a treatable or occult medical problem may be present and responsible for a subtle compromise in cognition.

In established patients with a dementia, examine the distribution of errors. As discussed above, greater problems on the orientation versus the executive control (ie, spelling “world” backwards, subtracting serial 7’s) test items has been correlated with poor performance on tests of memory. Thus, in a patient where a diagnosis of dementia has been established or is suspected, the profile of greater disorientation versus executive/motor may point toward AD. An opposite profile (ie, greater problems on executive/motor test items versus orientation test items) suggests the presence of a dysexecutive syndrome. Executive control deficits could be due to the presence of subcortical neuropathology or a potentially treatable or manageable comorbid medical condition. In an established patient with dementia, a change in the pattern of errors on the MMSE could be caused by a variety of factors. For example, the dementia may now be progressing and/or new medical comorbidities might be present.

Tests of Word List Generation

As discussed above, cut scores on tests of letter and the “animal” WLG task are 40 and 20, respectively, depending on educational and occupational history. In addition to these cut scores, there are two other bits of information that should be examined. First, is there differential impairment on one WLG task versus the other? Poorer performance on the letter WLG task may signal the presence of executive function deficits, whereas poorer performance on the “animal” WLG might suggest a language-related disturbance. A
**Interpretive Guidelines**

**Mini-Mental State Examination Scoring Guidelines**

**MMSE Cut Scores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impairment Level</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>30-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borderline impairment</td>
<td>26-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild impairment</td>
<td>23-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate impairment</td>
<td>17-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disorientation**—Disorientation on the MMSE is correlated with memory impairment. Along with other evidence of memory impairment, differential impairment on the 10 MMSE orientation test items may suggest the presence of AD.

**Memory**—On the immediate memory section of the MMSE, patients are read three words and asked for immediate recall. Even patients with moderate-to-advanced dementia should be successful on this task. Failure on this task is often associated with deficits in attention and concentration rather than memory. If the patient is unable to recall the three words, provide as many trials as necessary until the patient can recall all three words. One should score only performance on the first trial. However, providing additional immediate trials is a way to ensure that registration takes place. By using this procedure, it is easier to interpret poor performance on the subsequent MMSE delay recall section as memory, rather than an attention and concentration deficit.

**Motor/Executive Deficits**—Examine the quality of the patient’s copy of the MMSE pentagon and the production of his/her sentence. Are there motor problems not explained by problems such as arthritis, etc? Is there specific impairment on MMSE executive control test items (ie, “world” backwards and/or serial 7’s)? Evidence of differential motor/executive impairment, even when a point can be awarded for copy of the pentagon, may suggest the presence of subcortical stroke or white matter disease.

**Word List Generation**

**WLG Output**—Depending on education, well-elderly patients can be expected to generate approximately 40 responses summed across the three letter test conditions and 20 “animal” responses.

Particularly low output on the “FAS” WLG task may be consistent with a dysexecutive cognitive syndrome. As such, look for signs such as subcortical vascular disease. Particularly low scores on the “animal” WLG tasks may suggest the presence of a language disorder, in which case AD may be suspected.

**Clustering on the “Animal” WLG Task**—The ability to use clustering or grouping strategies on the “animal” WLG task suggests that certain language-related skills may be relatively intact. Such behavior may suggest the presence of a dementia other than AD.

**The Clock Drawing Test**

**Signs of Motor/Executive Impairment**—Signs of a motor/executive control impairment such as tremor, micrographia, segmented output (ie, many strokes are necessary when numbers or other graphic elements are drawn), and perseveration are signs of executive control deficits, and may signal a dementia or other medical condition other than AD.

**Total Clock Drawing Errors**—Patients with mild AD generally make fewer clock drawing errors and often improve from the command to copy conditions. Patients with other dementing illnesses, particularly syndromes known to present with subcortical pathology such as subcortical white matter disease, generate more clock drawing errors and do not necessarily improve from the command to copy conditions.

---

*MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; AD = Alzheimer’s disease; WLG = word list generation.*
dysexecutive syndrome may be associated with the presence of subcortical neuropathology or some other comorbid medical condition known to affect cognition. Poorer performance on the “animal” WLG task might be due to a compromise in language functioning, in which case it would be reasonable to suspect AD. Second, look for the use of clustering on the “animal” WLG task. Good use of a clustering strategy, even if output is reduced, suggests that certain language-related skills may be relatively intact. In such a situation, a dementia other than AD may be present.

The Clock Drawing Test

A wide variety of parameters could be considered. First, look for obvious signs of a motor/dysexecutive disturbance. This would include the presence of tremor, micrographia, and drawings that are obviously segmented (ie, many strokes are necessary when numbers or other graphic elements are drawn). Another sign of motor/dysexecutive syndrome is the presence of perseveration. Second, examine the type and number of errors that are made. Cosentino and colleagues24 have suggested that total clock drawing errors summed across the command to copy conditions is highly suggestive of subcortical neuropathology, such as subcortical white matter alterations as seen on MRI scans.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this article was to offer some interpretive guidelines for commonly administered neuropsychological tests that are often used to screen for such cognitive disorders as a dementia. Clearly, the four neuropsychological tests described above do not constitute a comprehensive assessment of mental status. Still, the administration of these tests takes little time. More important, the interpretive guidelines have the advantage of orienting the practitioner to issues related to the sensitivity (whether a cognitive disorder is present), as well as specificity (what type of cognitive disorder may be present) of these tests. We believe that use of these tests in the manner described above will result in a higher quality of care for geriatric patients.
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